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INTERPRETIVE CONSIDERATIONS

MCMI-III reports were normed on offenders who were in the early phases of psychological screening or assessment to predict how well they would adjust to prison. Respondents who do not fit this normative correctional population or who took the MCMI-III test for other clinical purposes may receive inaccurate reports.

Note that the MCMI-III report cannot, by itself, be considered definitive. It should be evaluated in conjunction with additional clinical and biographical information. This correctional report should be evaluated by a mental health clinician who is trained in the use of psychological tests. The report should not be shown to offenders or their relatives.

The offender is a 21-year-old single white female with 11 years of education. She is currently being seen as a correctional offender, and she reports that she has recently experienced problems that involve her job or school and use of alcohol. These self-reported difficulties, which have occurred for an undetermined period of time, may take the form of an Axis I disorder.
Note. Base rate transformations for the Clinical Personality Patterns scales are based on a sample of female correctional offenders.
NOTEWORTHY RESPONSES

She answered the following statements in the direction noted in parentheses. These items suggest specific problem areas that the clinician may wish to investigate.

Health Preoccupation
No items endorsed.

Interpersonal Alienation
48. Item Content Omitted (True)
63. Item Content Omitted (True)

Emotional Dyscontrol
14. Item Content Omitted (True)

Self-Destructive Potential
24. Item Content Omitted (True)

Childhood Abuse
No items endorsed.

Eating Disorder
No items endorsed.

End of Report

NOTE: This and previous pages of this report contain trade secrets and are not to be released in response to requests under HIPAA (or any other data disclosure law that exempts trade secret information from release). Further, release in response to litigation discovery demands should be made only in accordance with your profession's ethical guidelines and under an appropriate protective order.
ITEM RESPONSES

1: 2  2: 1  3: 1  4: 2  5: 2  6: 1  7: 1  8: 1  9: 2  10: 2
31: 2  32: 1  33: 2  34: 2  35: 2  36: 2  37: 2  38: 2  39: 2  40: 1
41: 1  42: 2  43: 2  44: 2  45: 1  46: 2  47: 2  48: 1  49: 1  50: 2
51: 1  52: 1  53: 2  54: 1  55: 2  56: 1  57: 1  58: 2  59: 1  60: 1
71: 2  72: 2  73: 2  74: 2  75: 2  76: 2  77: 2  78: 2  79: 2  80: 1
81: 2  82: 2  83: 2  84: 2  85: 2  86: 2  87: 2  88: 1  89: 2  90: 2
91: 2  92: 2  93: 2  94: 2  95: 2  96: 2  97: 1  98: 2  99: 2  100: 2
141: 2  142: 2  143: 2  144: 2  145: 2  146: 2  147: 2  148: 2  149: 2  150: 2
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